Christianity with Power #4
Connections Class – October 7, 2018
Teachers: Pastor Steve Miller and Marsha Butler
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Prayer for the Lord to Meet us and Heal us
Quick Review of last weeks class
How are you Feeling After Processing on theses topics (1‐10 scale)
From a Change in Perspective to a change in Practice ‐ chapter 7
 The Fear of experiencing Signs and Wonders when you are called
 Waiting for the results
 When things do not change after you have prayed – God is working
 Seeing Becomes Believing – the shift
 Practice Confirms Perspective then your worldview
 Believing and Acting the speed of change –James 1:22,25
 Moving toward balance of material and spiritual worlds

5.

Escaping World View Captivity‐ chapter 8
 Dealing with the interior voice that has conditioned our view
 The importance of the “Will” in the process of World View
 Connections with a Credible witness that we know
 Connecting our will to engage the supernatural with three kinds of
knowledge: intellectual, observational, and experiential
 The force of experience and habit to try even more
 The steps to take that will help on this journey
‐ Make sure you have no problem with your Will
‐ Open yourself up intellectually
‐ Expose yourself to experiences to power manifestations
‐ Read the Gospels with assumptions of current reality
‐ Read and Listen to these kinds of topics
‐ Being willing to reconsider your positions
‐ Practice what you learn
‐ Do not let spiritual inadequacy be a barrier to ministry
‐ Be patient with yourself ‐ this stuff takes time
‐ Give God permission to do what he want to do with you
‐ Do not worry about doubts

6.

Small group Questions to process
‐ Who have you prayed for this week with authority? What happened?
‐ What have you experienced that affected your faith the most?
‐ How willing are you to change to see more power manifest?
‐ Have you hit and theological road bumps that have made you stuck?
Summary thoughts for today
Close in Prayer – does anyone desire prayer today! More power?
For next week read: Ch. 7 & 8 in C with P pages 77‐100 + workbook
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